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February 17, 2021 
 
Dear Valued Partner, 
 
As recently communicated, market volatility remains unyielding and PPE production and shipping costs continue to surge, 
requiring us to increase pricing on select styles, effective April 1, 2021. Attached you will find updated price books reflecting 
this revised pricing. Final pricing by material type is in line with the directional guidance we provided in early February, with 
the exception of NRL (natural rubber latex). While the majority of any NRL styles that fall outside of this guidance are only 
slightly higher than projected, BioCleanTM branded NRL gloves are facing a larger increase at around 40%. 
 
Price increases continue to be a direct result of global market factors and escalated internal production costs as well as 
those from our vendors and suppliers. The specific cost drivers shared earlier in the month remain true and are provided 
again below for your reference. The attached also summarizes the market dynamics that have most impacted cost over the 
past few months.   
 

• Ocean Freight Cost Increases and Challenges: The market is experiencing a deficit of shipping line and 
container availability, resulting in supply chain disruptions and increased freight rates. Container availability in 
Asian ports is very limited and schedule reliability is low. Please click here to view our infographic for further 
details on ocean freight challenges.  

• Raw Material Costs: Surging demand and limited supply of the raw materials used to make disposable gloves 
continue to drive significant cost increases. Prices for raw materials and finished goods are at a premium, with 
shortages expected to persist until 2022 when new nitrile raw material capacity is likely to become available. 

• Limited Global Supply: Existing, extreme supply shortages are exacerbated by COVID-driven factory shut-
downs. Soaring infection rates continue to force manufacturers to temporarily close their factories. Shutdowns 
that occurred at the end of 2020 impact the global supply chain today, further driving current price escalation 
across the market. 

 
We continue to work tirelessly to not only maintain, but increase supply to our customers through many efforts, including 
the undertaking of our largest ever in-house production-capacity expansion and the prioritization of strategic SKUs to 
maximize factory output. Some of these efforts produce more rapid results, while some SKUs are still behind on full recovery, 
and the challenges that are resulting in increased costs are also impacting incoming inventory. Regardless of the message, 
we remain committed to real-time and transparent communications, and will continue to update you as additional capacity 
becomes available and inventory status changes. If you have questions on any of the above, please reach out to your local 
Ansell Channel Manager or Customer Service Representative. Thank you again for your continued trust and partnership. 
 
Respectfully,   
 
Renae Leary  
Chief Commercial Officer, Americas  

https://protection.ansell.com.au/rs/615-TNW-071/images/April%201%20Cost%20Driver%20Summary.pdf
https://protection.ansell.com.au/rs/615-TNW-071/images/Ocean%20Freight%20Challenges01.jpeg?mkt_tok=eyJpIjoiTWpjeVpqQTVNbVUyTnpKbCIsInQiOiJaRUlKS0E5XC9ibDRXdFpmTnF0bXV4YWhmTFlDT1B5SFlES3BKS3NKUFIwWUh5VXNPZWE0aDhjZDYwUG1DVXFuRDU1TldtWTBuU3VBU1FkVm9veUlcLzVUamdJZ1VWS0JBZ2kzamQ0NXowSGVnY2dYV3d2UnlRRUVVd3YwRDJkR1ZLIn0%3D

